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Committees A re Announced T h re e O ne-A cts
Frosh Honor (CITY BUSINESS
W ill B e O ffered
By Chief Push M. Evenson
Sophomores
O n J a n u a ry 19
W
ILL
DECIDE
For Paul Bunyan Frolic
With Dance

MEN
FATE
OF INTERSCHOLAST1

Two Comedies and One Melodrama
Are Being Rehearsed
W om en’s Gymnasium to Be Scene
By Masquers
More Than One H undred Foresters Are A ppointed on Seventeen Groups
------------I
Of Annual Freshm an Ball
i
To M ake A rrangem ents fo r Annual Ball, February 1 0 ;
Masquer activities for the winter
• r
W ithout City Support There Can Be No Track Meet a t State Unive
In
is
evening
W ood Butchers Near Completion of W ork
This S pring; Most of S tate’s High Schools Have Entered
quarter will be started Thursday eve__ ______
Sophomores
will
be
the
guests
of
Teams in Some Com petition in Times Past
ning, January 19, in the Little The
A nnouncem ent of com m ittees fo r the annual Forester’s Ball w ere
the
freshman
class
at
its
annual
dance
atre, when three one-act plays con
m ade public today a fte r a m eeting o f the executive council on arrange
tonight in the women’s gymnasium.
“ Decisions as to w hether or not there will be an Interschol
sisting of two comedies and one melo
Complimentary tickets are still being
m ents. More than one hundred forestry students are nam ed on 1 7
T
rack
M eet a t Missoula this year will be m ade next w eek by
drama are presented. Esther Porter, issued to the sophomores from a desk
com m ittees to p rep a re the m en’s gym nasium for M ontana’s Paul
Missoula Cham ber of Commerce and Missoula business m en,”
Bunyan frolic which will be held Feb-^------------------------------- :----------------- technical director for the Masquers, in the entry of Main hall. Other stu
J.
P. Rowe, chairm an of the Interscholastic com m ittee, yester
dents
may
buy
their
tickets
at
a
cost
and Alice Taylor and Donna Fitzpat
ruary 10. Wood butchers will com
From the
------------------------------------------------^ “Unless the Chamber of Comn
of
$1.
plete their work on Hayes creek and
rick, two students, will direct the
and the business men agree to
Arrangements
for
the
dance
have
in Pattee canyon this week-end when
three plays.
the meet and pay any deficit v
been handled by John Baucus, Great
they bring in the last of the trees
“The Monkey’s Paw,” by W. W. Falls, chairman of the committee in
may
be incurred there will pro]
to be used for decorations.
Jacobs and Louis N. Parker, has its charge, and his assistants, Jane Turthe Columbia Univer'NCE again,
a
be no meet this spring.”
Committees in charge of this year’s
structure built around a family living|ner> Butte; Betty Ann Polleys, Mis
gains headlines in
sity Spectator
S
Last year the Interschohn
Ball are:
in an English country cottage. The soula, and Jim Ready, Dodge City,
Council
May
Curtail
Rushing
Program
committee faced a shortage
he daily papers. You may remember
Chief Push—Millard C. Evenson,
family is suffering from financial dif Kans. Music will be furnished by
And Expenses; Annual
funds hut managed to pay its o
hat last year they published a request Whitefish; assistant pushes, Bob Holficulties and is trying to find some Paul Keith's orchestra.
Dance Also Cut
way with the aid of ticket sn
or openly-hired athletes, saying that gren, Missoula; Jack Hinman, Rapway out. A friend of theirs, who The affair will be chaperoned by
to State University students i
ithletes are given financial remunera- elje; walking bosses—Bob Cooney, At the first meeting of the Inter is a sergeant-major from India, visits Pres, and Mrs. C. I-I. Clapp, Dean and
the co-operation of the rnllroj
lon secretly, and it would make the Canyon Ferry; Cal Guntermann, Santa fraternity council held at the Sigma them one evening and is persuaded by Mr3. R. H. Jessei Dean Harriet R. SedIn reducing fares. At the pres
irorld a better place in which to live Barbara, Cal.; Stan Larson, Missoula; Alpha Epsilon house Wednesday eve tlie son to tell some of his experiences. | man> Dean and Mrs. j. E. Miller, Dean
time members of the Chamber
r all the colleges could just bid in Jack Shields, Butte; A1 Spaulding, ning, plans were discussed as to the He tells them of a charmed monkey’s |and Mrs c w LeapUart> Mr. and Mrs.
Commerce are visiting houses
heir pet prospects in open market, so Missoula; Warren Stillings, Missoula; curtailment of this year’s rushing pro paw, which he acquired. This charm E. L. Freeman Mr, and Mrs. C.
Missoula to find to wlmt ext
is supposed to grant the owner any Hitchcock and Mr. and Mrs. B.
o speak. This time, they are bothered Joe Woolfolk, Mona, Wyo.; Chester gram.
help may be expected from th<
bout fraternities. After havirfg con Jackson, Missoula.
At its meeting next week
Previous years have found the rush three wishes, The Sergeant related Oakes.
torted an investigation, they announce Property—Joel Frykman, Edwin ing budget higher than usual so this how his first wish ended disastrously
chamber will discuss the po:
Tickets may still be secured from
hat a group of 12 of the Greek letter Stein; finance—Jack White, Dick Gal plan will enable the fraternities to by his losing his arm and he did not the following committee: Henry Biasbilities of holding the ann
ocieties at Columbia had combined to lup; food—Joe Wagner, Mark Law expand other lines with the money use his other two wishes. The father tic, Frank Hazelbaker, Bernhardt
event and will decide whether
cold-bloodedly” auction off “to the rence, Lawrence Baker, Jacob Berg, saved. Proposed plans were men- who takes the story seriously per Bergeson, Herbert Brandenberg and
not to nnderwrlte the meet.
lighest bidder” many of the honorary Lloyd Bernhard, Ray Brain, Jack tioned during the meeting to have the suades the man to leave the paw with Dick Armeling.
COMPETITION TS DIVERSIFI
tudent positions. So they recommend Buckhous, Alastair Campbell, Stuart University co-operate with the fra them. The father wishes for 500
The abolition of the Interschoi
he abolition of all fraternities at the Clark, Robert Coombs, Elmer Cyr, ternities in that no meetings will be pounds and the result brings about the i
{Track and Field Meet, this s;
inlversity. We don't know how many Ralph Dobbs, Julian Dominek, Edwin held vat night. This will establish dramatic climax to the play.
would leave the state without any
raternities there are at Columbia Donovan, Max Ennis, Theodore Fal- rushing hours from 4 o’clock in the Sir Arthur Wing Pinero is the |
1
sequential high school unit con
inlversity, but it would seem only acy, George Foley, George Gable, Egan | afternoon until midnight, with no author of “A Seat in the Park,” a light
Dr. J. P. Rowe, who yesterday tlon. There are more than two
ogical that the power of those twelve Goodacre, Rufus Hall, Wesley Harden, rushing in the morning.
comedy drawn about Mr. Postlethwaite
prophesied the discontinuance of the dred schools in the state and me
irould be broken by the very publiciz- Lester Harris, F. W. Herweg, Richard* The council decided to cut down the who is a middle-aged, dissatisfied hus
annual State Interscholastic Track them have entered teams in oi
ng of their systems, without going to Holland, Charles O’Neill, Ed Prevel budget for Interfraternity dance. This band. Strolling through Hyde Park,
and Field Meet, unless backing of another of the many fields of con
he extreme of punishing all the and Lester Robbins.
he
meets
Miss
Beechchroft,
an
attrac
dance, it was said, will be in no way
Yearbook Will Be Published Last local organizations is secured. Dr. tion during the past years.
rreek-letter organizations. What puz- Wood Butchers—Bill Davis, John inferior to previous dances but will tive young lady. Postlethwaite unRowe, chairman of the Interscholastic Competition has been conduct
Of April; Ricliard Whitaker
les us—-do the honorary positions re Isaacson, Jack Stockman, Merl Swart, cost less.
burdens his family troubles to her i
committee, has served with that board track and field, tennis, golf, d<
Heads Editors
erred to carry financial reward or Bill Wagner, John Weaver, Warren
which
brings
about
an
amusing
de
since the inception of the meet in dramatics, declamatory and the
Dean Miller was also present at
list the honor that they should be so Welton, Leonard White, Robert Camp
Definite
plans
for
the
ninteenth
nouement
1904. His w*ork and efforts have been contest. There is also held durini
lesirable? We have noticed that “hon- bell, Millard Edgemond,. George Hiii- the meeting.
“A Matter of Husbands,” by Fernec edition of the Forestry Kaimin, pub largely responsible for the growtli of time the State Interscholastic
ir8”"usually" have a high price of re- man; ticket collector—Chandler Jen
Molnar, is an entertaining high-com lished annually by the Forestry club, the meet from lowly beginnings to itorlal association and the state :
poiisibility attached, and most people sen; transportation—Walt Pool; mu
edy woven around a husband’s phil have been formulated and its editors the largest of its kind in the United ing of the council of English tea*
B oard Gives Notice
ire vaguely aware of that cost before sic—Larry Neff, Marion McCarty.
Meet Helps University
andering with a famous actress. The have received several special articles States.
hey take over the honor. If the jobs
Electrical Experts—Fred Benson, A.
which
will
be
featured
in
this
years’
The
meet
has for years beei
To S e n io r S tudents husband’s naive young wife visits the booklet. Publication date has been
ire well done and responsibly handled, D. Stephenson, Cap Calkins; signs and
principal
rushing
endeavor oi
actress and the subtle way in which
he complaint loses its force. We ad- painting—Hugo Wildschut, Tom Brierannounced
for
the
latter
part
of
April.
many
fraternities
and
sororities c
she is duped gives this play a sur
nit that such wholesale handling of ly; tickets and programs—M. 0. Han Applicants for Teaching Positions
Forestry men in charge of the an
State University campus. High s
prising
ending.
May Register Now
positions supposed to be chosen on cock, Tex Harrison; bar—Orville
nual are: Richard Whitaker, Missoula,
students make their initial tr
nerit alone is distinctly deplorable, Sparrow, Ed Rauma, Robert Agard,
editor; Joel Frykman, Missoula, man
Missoula and meet the Universit:
into we hope that the Spectator suc Fred Ahrenholz, William Aley, Charles Seniors who wish the assistance of
aging editor; William Davis, Missoula,
, dents. These contacts are oxte
the Board of Recommendations in se
ceeds in reforming the situation. But Austin.
business manager; Arne Fosdal,
(incentive for many high school
omehow, we wonder if it is sacrilege
Decorations—Dick Whitaker, Lloyd curing a teaching position this year
Stoughton, Wis., circulation; Marion Body Is Discovered By Brother f uates to alter previous plans to c
In Garage a t Rear of Family
0 wonder if the Columbia paper en- Hague, Frank Curtiss, Walter Jenkins, are asked to call at the office, Room
McCarty, Wilkinsburg, Pa.; Jack Hinj out-of-state universities and to
108,
Main
hall,
for
registration
blanks.
Residence in Butte
oys playing to the grandstand?
Lester Keilman, Wallace Larkey, Rich
man, Rapelje, and Fred Benson, Amer
to the State University.
*
*
*
ard Lovely, Louis McEldery, Phil This notice applies especially to those
ican Falls, Ida., assistant editors.
The interscholastic has not
seniors who will take Observation and
The 1933 Kaimin will contain spe Stuart McLeod, a former State Uni been the drawing card for high a
a PPLICATIONS for degrees were Marsh, Stanley Miller, Robert Mitchell,
Teaching in the spring quarter or who
cial articles by prominent men in the versity student, was found shot to students. Many visitors from
finally filed by most of the Robert Moody, James Nash, Arne have taken it elsewhere. Professor
Nousianen, Jack (YBrien, Karl Ostrom,
profession, class activities, senior death in a garage at the rear of the parts of the state come to Missoi
leniors, last Wednesday. If, before Marion Pettus, John Price, Carter Maddock, who is chairman of the Com m ittees Are Named for Annual
class, more .than twenty-five illustra home of his mother, Mrs. D. K. Mc see the competition and to se
Spinsters’ S k ip ; Em ma Bravo
Wednesday, you saw one of your Quinlin, Ragner Romnes, Julian board, lias given out the registration
tive cuts, feature stories and highlight Leod, in Butte early Wednesday morn- brilliant displays arranged by th
forms
for
this
placement
service
to
Is
Business
M
anager
jenior friends wandering vaguely, he Scheytt, Ed Simons, Roy Jensen, J. V.
history of the members of tho School ]ing. Investigating officers expressed ternities and sororities for the
the
classes
in
Observation
and
Teach
[the belief that McLeod committed!
Spring Football Game
of Forestry.
vas probably on his way to ask a Burnett.
ing in the autumn and winter quar At a special meeting of the Associ
Music
Stand—Lincoln
Landall,
Vir
It is planned to continue the orig suicide. Discovery of the body was The spring football game ina
1ucstion relative to the application he
ated Women Students held Tuesday
ters.
ated last year attracted many fo
inal size of the forestry yearbook and made by McLeod’s brother. Jack.
vas filling out. Or, if. any one asked gil Stevens, Bob Myers, Jack Oliver,
afternoon In Main hall, Lina Greene
Graduate
students
who
registered
Walton
Petsch,
George
Roskie;
Rang
McLeod
attended
the
State
Univer
enthusiasts. To many from smai
It will contain approximately ninety
foil if you could add up (or down)
of Missoula, a junior, was elected man
with
the
Board
of
Recommendations
ers’
Dream—Earl
Welton,
John
Mor
sity
for
two
years,
entering
in
the
isolated sections of the state thi
pages.
Announcement
will
be
made
i column of figures, it was probably
ager of the arrangements for Co-ed
prior
to
last
September
and
who
wish
rison,
Stephen
Wilkie,
Bob
Matseh,
autumn
quarter
of
1929
and
leaving
the first opportunity to see a Ci
at
a
later
date
concerning
the
dedi
i senior trying to get some help in
Formal which will be given February
school at the end of his sophomore football squad in action.
finding those seven missing credits. Mickey McDonald, Arne Fosdal and their credentials brought up to date 3. Plans for the formal have not been cation and cover artist.
are asked to^call at U10S.
year in 1931, a pre-business adminis
State University students,
\bout the only thing that wasn’t Elmer Cyr.
completed but committees to choose a
tration student. He was a member of school students of the state
isked was the number of times we cut “Any forester whose name does not
Hallic V. Russell, sophomore from hall for the dance, and to take charge Cast Is Announced
Sigma Chi fraternity. Since leaving friends of the University are aw
?ach class for which we were regis- appear on this list is requested to re
of the decorations, ticket sale, pro
Fairview,
underwent
an
operation
yes
port
to
Mary
Wilson
in
the
School
of
school
he has been employed in the decision of the Missoula Clu
ered. It would have been almost as
grams, chaperons, music, publicity and
Forestry
office,”
Chief
Push
Evenson
terday
for
appendicitis
at
St.
Patrick’s
Glacier
National
Park and has worked of Commerce and the Missoula
F or S panish P la y
>asy to recall as the answer to some
other details have been appointed.
said
this
morning.
hospital.
ness men next week with interes
in
Butte.
)f the questions. It is surprising how
Emma Bravo has been selected as
nuch you can forget in four years.
I“As! Se Ascribe La Historia” Will Be
business manager.
* * *
Presented February 23
The committees are:
EOPLE take people so for granted.
Decorations—Margery Mumm, Kath- Tryouts Tuesday afternoon for the
It is only once in a while, when
lene FitzGerald, Sarah, Lou Cooney, Spanish play, “Asi Se Escribe La His
Marion 45mith, Sylvia Sweetman, Mar toria,” which will be presented Feb
something unusual occurs, that the
worth of an individual to his commun Schools Consider R eduction of Minor Sports P rogram s; Schissler Is garet Deck, Maxine Davis, Olive Mid- ru a ry 23, resulted in a tentative cast Fam ous Scientist Will Discuss Economic Situation Before More
gett, June Mason, Joy Browning, of 12 characters. Elsie Eminger will
ity is noticed. Dr. Turney-High, head of
Through a t O regon S tate College
Three Thousand Men and W om en; Lecture Will Be Broadci
Janice Stadler, Willie Clary.
_______________
direct the play and Eva Lesell will be
the Department of Sociology, has suf
Special
Arrangements—Margaret
fered an illness that will keep him
j p asacjena> Calif., Jan . 12.— More than three thousand college
Firew orks in the Pacific Coast conference did not end w ith the Sullivan, Jean McElroy, Florence Har assistant director.
from teaching his regular classes this
Those temporarily filling the parts
\
-n
• .i r** • a i ». •
l
t
w o m ™ ™ 1 conrvene m lh« Clv,c A uditorium
here
winter, a misfortune for both Dr. Tur football season but have continued into the new y e a r as coaches, rington, Icyle Rich, Marybelle Kerin, jare; Barbarita, Lucille Saner, Butte; an°
Virginia, Rose Girson, Missoula; Tula, to h ear Dr. A lbert Einstein and several o th er prom inent persona
ney-High and his pupils. The an through stress or dissatisfaction, resign their posts and student bodies Carol Wells.
Tickets and Programs—Kathleen Mildred Dorsey, Bigfork; Monica, speak on “ The W orld Economic Situation.” The program whi
thropologist is one of the examples ‘and officials desperately seek some solution to the problem s caused
used by student promoters of the by diminishing returns at the gates. $---------------------------;---------------------- Dunn, Phyllis Lehmann.
Frances Jefferson, Missoula; Marie to be sponsored by the Southern Cal-r
| Angeles last year. The progran
school in support of the statement, Two of the largest schools in the ^commendations which includes the Chaperons—Marjorie Crawford, Dor Martin, Margaret Johnston, Missoula; ifornla Student Body Presidents’ as[abandonment
of
crew
participation
in
enthusiastically received and a tt
"The State University may not be as conference, Stanford and California,
othy Rogers, Ruth Polleys, Grace Marie Bedoya, Virginia Hancock, soclation, will be broadcast over a
by a capacity crowd.
the
Poughkeepsie
regatta;
withdrawal
large as Blank college, but it has some are planning drastic cuts in the sal
Johnson.
Butte; Maria Cordero, Frances Mor- national hook-up.
from
track
and
field
competition
in
„
H
H
H
R
H
K
H
H
.
T
J
,
The purpose of these me<
of the best professors on the faculty aries of officials in the athletic de
Music
Virginia Connolly, Elza rell, Missoula; Don Clemente, J. Ells-. The success of a similar meeting on L.hifch are 8l d „ cojiogian«
the intercollegiate A. A. A. A.; ten
partments
and
are
considering
cur
that you could find auywhere,”—a
worth Price, Troy; Lazaro, Tom Bren- "World Armaments,’’ held by a group „lielp the objectlve cons|deratl,
per cent reduction in the salaries of Huffman.
tailment of minor sports activities.
lelling argument.
Melva|ner»
Grant; Alberto, Glenn Reddick, | last year, was cited as being directly Ljj
Publicity—Helen
Schroeder,
employees and voluntary reduction for
basically important pro
In Red at Stanford
Garrison,
Leola
Stevens,
Betty
Kel-1
Kalis
pell; Cliorrlto, Clifford Walker, responsible for the student executives’ which are now confronting the
those under contract, curtailment of
Missoula; Castaneda, Allen Conrad, decision to sponsor a session this ized world.” Further, the spoils
HEN we first came back, at the Stanford, runner-up to Southern minor sports activities; reduction of leher.
beginning of winter quarter, there California in the I. C. A. A. A. A. athletic budgets to a minimum; re Co-ed Formal Is one of the oldest IDaurel. There are several students month during which time Dr. Einstein body of 11 student presidents
reserve
track and field competition,
1
’ has not auction In personnel with some em traditions on the campus, having orig- on the reserve list to be used if will be studying in Southern Califor- “Public' opinion is a much a
was (he biggest and best assortment
_
.
,
definitely decided to enter that com-l pJoyees
l/v„AAO placed. on _
inated
18
years
ago.
It
is
the
one
[change's
are necessary.
|nia. The 1932 meeting was the first term. Sometimes it is merely a
part-time basis.
)f long faces and blue moods that we petition this year. It was found that]
time
during
the
year
when
the
women
|
The
play
is
a
comedy
in
two
acts,
j of its kind ever to be held, its con- for the energetic propaganda wh
Schissler Out at 0. S. C.
have met auywhere, any time, to date. their football season left them $30,000
on
the
campus
assume
not
only
the
and
centers
around
the
gossip
of
a
ception and management being en- stirred up from motives of selfPaul J. Schissler, dean of confer__ .
.
„r
■
. responsibllity of entertaining the men, {small town and the love affair of a tirely reliant on student initiative. est. Possibly this situation ca
If our memory doesn't fail us, we under the athletic budget for 1932-,^
ence coaches since Warner resigned,
Warner, one of the most I
„ . * . .
. .
,
kuew two people who were glad to 1933. Pop
,
,
refused to take a cut in salary at but take charge of the financial end boy and girl whose parents are in- Besides Dr. Einstein the meeting will remedied to some extent if ci
ome back to school. Such reluctance respected coaches in the business, was 0regon state> preferring to lmnd in of it as well. They are expected to imical. The authors are con tempo-1 feature Dr. Charles A. Beard, noted students will do what they ci
:>uzzled us, aud worried us a little. forced under pressure to resign there. hls res!gnation. 0
state offl. invite the men to the dance, buy the rary artists in the Spanish theater as government and American history au- demonstrate the possibility of h
one of th e L lnl(,
. ..
■• . ,
. .. .
This week, we notice that smiles are He . has been ;replaced by
1..
..
cials felt that they could not afford tickets, send them flowers, escort far as local type and custom are con-Ithorlty; Dr. Robert A. Millikan, win- great public problems discussed
Thornhill.
L- __...
.
0
,
..
note spontaneous and our friends are assistant coaches, Tiny
ner of the Nobel Prize, and Dean Mc- Intelligent and objective way.”
/ . „ .
to continue to pay Schissler the $8,000 them in taxis to the dance and furnish cerned.
s Associated Students’
., . .
. .
. . . cigarettes and anything else life men I The first rehearsal was held last Henry, who was student president of
legtnniug to admit that they are glad I California
^
per year which is called for in hls
It is in an effort to present s
o be back in the thick of things again. 1I Finance Committee drew up
a list of I
might wish.
(night.
I the University of California at Los
1
(Continued on Pa?e Four)
(Continued on Page Four)
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Interfraternity
D is c u s s e s P l a n s
F o r C om ing Y e a r

Interscholastic Chief

F o r e s t e r s P la n
F o r P u b licatio n
O f A n n u a l B ook

Lina Greene
Will Manage
Co-ed Dance
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Coast Conference A thletics Receive
Jolt Following Curtailment A cts

S tu a rt M cL eod,
F o rm e r S tudent,
Is F o u n d D ead

Dr. A lbert Einstein W ill Speak
To California Students January
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The University of Washington, which in the past has been so out
of reach of students not having a high scholastic record in high school,
has been forced to observe the depression and a t the present time,
is considering putting into effect a system that will allow
Gates Are
graduates of accredited high schools to enroll on proDown at
bation with as low as a “ D” average. President M.
Washington Lyle Spencer and several university groups already
have approved the proposed change in entrance re
quirements and the board of regents will m eet this m onth to decide
definitely the policy on this m atter. Enrollment at the University
of Washington has greatly decreased in the past year and this has
resulted in a campaign on the p art of officials to secure m ore stu
dents. The drop in enrollment, according to Dr. Spencer, has made
available facilities adequate to handle “ several hundred m ore stu
dents.” He also poinis to research projects and psychologists*
opinions which show “certain alterations would make our entrance
requirements not only more humane but more sound.*’

Homer L. Dodge Gives Address
To Members o f Local A.A.U.P.

T he B roadcast

CAUGHT BY THE CAMPUS CAMERA
Iiiterfratenilty basketball going full
blast in the Men’s gym—Cale Crowley,
Dazz Furlong, Bud Story, Ed Schmoll,
Bill Wade, Lew Steensland, Ed Skoog,
Monk Andrews and Don Holmqulst
seem to be leading the cheers—embryo
journalists whooping it*up at Press
Club—members of the Frosh Class
handing out comps to their pals the
Sophs for the annual complimentary
brawl—Cal (Quarterback) Emery call
ing signals behind the counter at the
Student Store—Ruth Wold and Bill
Bippus talking it over in the Auburn
—ungodly noises coming from the
vicinity of the Sigma Chi brickyard
early in the morning—Speed Wilkins
leaving for a 1 o'clock from the Alpha
Chi house at ten minutes past the
hour—Bob Stansberry making a rather
belated arrival from his holiday visits
—Paul Keith trailing behind ’Tana
McDonald on the way to the Men's
gym—Eddie (Lawyer) Dussanlt going
to town with Kay (Contest) Bailey—
Nat Allen sparking in his journalism
class—Central Board twice postponing
its weekly meeting and blaming it
all on Pete (Prexy) Meloy.

Many schools feel that changes in admission regulations would not
lower the standards of the institutions and that such a move is de
sirable during the depression when an education is m ore vital than
ever. Moreover, in a state-financed institution, there seems to be no
logical reason for the excluding from attendance of children of those
who pay ,the taxes. We are glad that the University of M ontana has And just to get the word Technoc
never m aintained such unw arrantedly high entrance requirem ents as racy into the Broadcast, we say that
the saddest factor in our modern
to force it to adopt new policies in times of stress.
technocratic educational system is the
overproduction of innocent bystanders.
We*d like to say a few words in regard to professors who change But the University of Washington
text-books every year and, incidentally, express our appreciation to columnist goes us one better and says
that people have adopted birth control
those who require no texts a t all in their classes. We know that we
. . . why not teach it to the machines?
aren’t alone in our beliefs in regard to this, and this
being the period of depression, our thoughts in this will
The
Guys who talk about Ideals
Text Book not be out of place. During the course of a college
Often pull some very sly deals.
career, the average student carries some 35 courses,
Mania
TRENCH-MOUTH C O L L E G E . —
requiring the purchase o f anywhere from $ 1 0 0 to $ 2 0 0
Grabba
Grabba Kappa, national social
w orth of books, depending on the curricula. One-half of this amount
fraternity, became inactive here this
could be saved by the purchase of second-hand books, if some of week when the chapter split into
the professors did not write a new book for each new class, or did many factions after House Manager
not change the book because several revised paragraphs had been Glugg failed to serve spinach for din
placed in the “ latest edition*’ (which to the financially-harassed ner consistently.
House Manager Glugg has already
student, seems once or twice every y e a r).
received bids from some 500 frater
In the foreign language courses, we believe the same readers could nities to replace their present hous$
be used in successive years, rather than the requiring of a new one managers.
that has never before been used. And we might add, in passing, that
COLLICH LIFE
fewer new and expensive books would result in less doubling up on
texts and would not inconvenience the faculty members nearly as “Collich life is what we make it”
Say the fratinary boys.
much as the present situation now seems to do.
“We must prove that we can take it
and remake it into joys.
Those
who do are always winners,
In years past, there have been many interesting discussions car
Climbing onward to the top,
ried on in the Kaimin columns through the communications of students
Leaving to more timid sinners
and faculty members. This year, as formerly, we have attem pted All the lemons in the crop.”
to print, space perm itting, any contributions w rit
Maybe so. Some lucky fellows
ten by University people. It is our belief that, with Seem to be the favored kind
Use The
Communication
so many interesting contem poraneous events, some Getting by with bluffs and bellows.
•
invaluable and constructive articles could easily be Most of us too often find,
Column
the product of this paper’s readers.
For the Collich life is only what we make it,
knowledge of those people who may not be aw are of this, we wel from the pledging to the graduation
hearse,
come, at any time, communications dealing, directly or indirectly
Till some scamp—ere we forsake it—
with college life, or activities which stress the university in particular. Comes along and makes it worse.
Only one provision is attached to this means of expression of student
SOUNDS FISHY
and faculty opinion. All communications must be signed by the
author. If the w riter desires, the signature will not be attached to University of Oklahoma has solved
the problem of cutting classes during
the article, but it is imperative that we know from whence it comes.
winter quarter. Cod liver oil is dis
It is obvious that many problems could, and m ay, be solved if the tributed to all students who enter
proper methods are taken. Each solution, however, m ust have a their 8 o’clock classes. And the Okla
beginning. We therefore invite members of the student-body to par homans go for it, too.
If they did that at Montana no one
take in discussions of campus affairs, reminding them of the superior
would
go to 8 o’clocks.
ity of constructive advice to criticism which is adverse in nature.
NAUGHTY! NAUGHTY!
In
Kansas
they play strip poker
CO-OPERATIVE FRATERNITY ACTION.
with the pledges and when the be
wildered youths are in a Godivian
At at time when every fraternity finds itself confronted with, serious state of attire they chase them out to
business problems, any combined action among the Greek letter run up fraternity row in the nude.
societies is a step in the right direction to overcome financial diffi Pledges in the raw are seldom mild.
culties.
USE THE USELESS
Such is the purpose of a conference next week of house managers, Here's what Vassal’ says to do with
the university administration, and a representative of the Inter the cap and gown:
fraternity Alumni Association of Southern California. The problems Cap: 1. With proper motion of the
which face its deliberations are well-known to fraternity members and head, tassel makes handy flyswisher.
the concerted action deserves the support of all the men’s societies 2. May be used as fishbowl with sta
tionary bottom. 3. Or, as waste
on campus.
basket or ashtray. 4. Excellent for
W hether definite steps to solve either internal or external problems balancing books on the head. 5. To
will follow cannot be known, but in the past the inertia of the existing make the unintellectual look studious.
(If this fails, try studying.)
order has been difficult to overcome.
It is no futile m atter if immediate panaceas fail to materialize from Gown: 1. May be used as pen
the coming conference, for it may develop into an informal house wiper in exams. 2. For rain-coat;
with detachable fur scarf, as evening
managers* association to supplement the work of the interfraternity
wrap. 3. As winding-sheet. 4. As
council. The spirit of cooperation must spread, and the fraternity disguise. 5. To conceal excess pound
situation will improve in proportion to combined action.— (California age. (If this doesn’t work, try re
ducing.)
Daily Bruin).
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Alpha Chi O m e g a .............................................- ................................Fireside
Kappa Alpha Theta ..............................................................Pledge Formal
Kappa D e l t a ......................................................... ............................... Fireside
<s>With the passing of the holidays, Mrs. Elizabeth Asendorf, and Prof.
all of the University students are back Matheus Kast. The guest list includes
and the social life on the campus has Helen Scott, Helen Ann Meloy, Fran
ces Walker, Geraldine Kneival, Edith
begun again.
Nearly all the events so far have Atkinson and Irma Jane Robertson.
been of an informal nature. Last
Dinner guests at the Alpha Chi
week-end several firesides were sche
duled. Tonight the Freshman dance, Omega house Wednesday evening were
an informal all-University affair will Beatrice Rothenburg, Dorothy Powers,
be held at the women's gymnasium. Melva Garrison and Edith Atkinson.
Tomorrow night the Alpha Chi Ome Edith Atkinson was a luncheon
gas and Kappa Deltas will entertain guest at the Kappa Alpha Theta house
at firesides and Kappa Alpha Theta Tuesday.
pledges will be hostesses at the annual Maxine Janes was a dinner guest at
the Alpha Xi Delta house Thursday
pledge formal.
Continual rain which melted the evening.
snow has prevented the sleigh-riding Harold Hall was a dinner guest at
and skating parties which are usually the Delta Sigma Lambda house Tues
prevalent on the campus at this time day evening.
and in their stead several of the sor Alpha Phi announces the pledging
orities are entertaining at buffet sup of Ailine Warner of Billings.
Ella Jane Rider was a dinner guest
pers and other informal gatherings.
at the Kappa Delta house Tuesday
evening.
North Hall
Catherine Sinnot returned to School Wednesday night dinner guests at
Wednesday after spending the Christ the Phi Sigma Kappa house were Bob
mas holidays at her home in Sierre Huppe and Gene Lambert.
James Murphy was a dinner guest
Madre, Calif.
Mary Kohn, Hannalee Headley, at the Sigma Chi house Wednesday
Betty Ann and Ruth Polleys were night.
Wednesday dinner guests of Eleanor Ailine Warner was a dinner guest
at the Alpha Phi house Thursday
Potter.
Ruth Nickey was a guest of Mar night.
Bob Johnson was a guest at the
jorie Shaw for Wednesday dinner.
Jean Martinson was a Wednesday Delta Sigma Lambda house for dinner
Wednesday evening.
dinner guest of Virginia Nelson.
Mildred Thorpe was Phyllis Kig- Edith Atkinson was a luncheon
gin’s guest for Wednesday dinner. ’ guest at the Alpha Phi house Wednes
Wanlyn Johnson was a guest of day.
Roberta Metcalf for Wednesday din Wednesday luncheon guests at the
Delta Gamma house were Mary Alice
ner.
Mrs. Maud Betterton and Mrs. Edna CouUon and Margaret Rutherford.
C. Palmer were Wednesday dinner Thelma Babcock of Miles City was
a guest at the Alpha Phi house Wed
guests of Mrs. Theodore Brantly.
nesday.
Fred Miller was a guest at the Sig
Corbin Hall
ma
Chi house for dinner Wednesday
Dean Harriet Rankin Sedman was
evening.
a Wednesday dinner guest at Corbin
Maxine Janes was a dinner guest at
hall.
the
Tri Delta house Wednesday eve
Elinor Marlowe was a guest of Hope
ning.
Mathews for Wednesday dinner.
Geraldine Kneival was a dinner
guest at the Kappa Kappa Gamma
D. S. L. Fireside
house Thursday evening.
Delta Sigma Lambda fraternity was Dinner guests at the Kappa Alpha
host at a fireside held at the chapter Theta house Tuesday night were Mrs.
house last Saturday evening. Chap Paul Treichler and Tana MacDonald.
erons for the evening were Mr. and Scotty Rohwer of Seattle was a
Mrs. Andrew Cogswell and Mr. and guest at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Mrs. Leon Richards. Harold Hall of house for dinner Sunday.
Gardner was a guest of honor.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon announces the
pledging of James Stevenson of For
Buffet Sapper
syth.
Members of Delta. Gamma sorority
Edith Atkinson was a guest at the
entertained at a buffet supper at the
Alpha Xi Delta house for dinner Monchapter house Thursday evening. |day night.
About thirty-five guests, including
Tana McDonald was a dinner guest
pledges and several members of the at the Kappa Alpha Theta house Mon
alumni, were present. Cornelia Stus- day evening.
sy and Janice Stadler were in charge
of the arrangements.

French Club Holds

Mother’s Club Entertains
Mother’s Club of Alpha Xi Delta
Business M e e tin g
sorority entertained Wednesday .eve
ning in honor of the actives and Officers and Council Members Plan
pledges of the sorority. About thirty
Quarter’s Activities
guests were present.
Le Cercle du Chevalier de la VerPledge Formal
|endrye, French club, held its first
In honor of the actives, the pledges council meeting this quarter last night
of Kappa Alpha Theta sorority will at 7:30 o’clock at the home of Miss
entertain at a formal dance to be held Astrid Arnoldson. Council members
Saturday night at the Elks’ hall. and officers met to plan the activities
Chaperons will be Mrs. H. T. Wilkin of the organization for the next three
son, Mr. and Mrs. Brasil Fitzgerald, months.
Officers of the club are: Emma
have discovered that a pin means pop Bravo, president; Eleanor MacDonald,
ularity (or something).
secretary, and Geraldine Ede, treas
urer. Members of the council are:
A Washington hotel keeper lost a George Boileau, Helen Schroeder, Olga
suit against a paper mill because its Wik and Olive Barnett.
smell was ruining his business.
Two meetings are held each month,
According to that, Science hall is (the council meeting on the second
still technically within the la*w.
(Thursday of the month and the social
meeting on the fourth Thursday.
Gals who warble while they dance Members must be of 13b rank or
usually got their date by chance. above. Dues are 50 cents per quarter.
According to the report from-the I The co-ed at Northwestern, who was
neatinj^ plant, an average home could elected the most beautiful and the
be heated for four or five years on the | most popular co-ed is engaged to the
coal used there last quarter.
university’s “ideal man.”

Oklahoma Professor Blames D epartm ental Ambitions for the Trouble
In M odern Educational Systems

“ In a log jam , w here everything is a t cross-purposes, t h e r e is s o m e w here a key log causing the trouble. The key log i n t h e e d u c a t i o n a l
jam is the departm ent, and the things which have c a u s e d i t t o m a k e
so much trouble are narrow departm ental ambitions a n d e x c e s s iv e
striving for reputation through th e^ publication of research,” Homer L. of the University of Oklahoma, Is now
Dodge, field director of the committee on a leave of absence to senre as field
on college and university teaching, director for the committee on college
told the members of the local chapter and university teaching for the
of the American Association of Uni A.A.U.P. On his tour of the country,
versity Professors at their meeting he has visited 52 colleges and unlrir*
sities. At present, his itinerary in
held last night.
"If departments will correlate their cludes those schools of the northwest
work with other departments, cease region. He leaves Missoula this after
bidding for students by lowering noon for Spokane. While in the city,
standards, and exhibit the same en Mr. Dodge enjoyed a visit with Prot
thusiasm for teaching that they have A. S. Merrill, a classmate of his at
for research, the jam will be broken,” Colgate.
The local chapter of the organize
he continued.
Approximately thirty-five members tion was founded by Dr. M. J. Elrod,
attended the meeting, which was held who became a member of the national
at Corbin hall. Dean C. E. Mollett, organization in 1918 and who is now
president of the local group, presided a member of the national council. The
and introduced Mr. Dodge, the prin following year, Dr. N. J. Lennes be
came a member. At the present time
cipal speaker of the evening.
there are about fifty members in the
Thirteen Problems
Missoula chapter.
Mr. Dodge discussed 13 questions
which are of vital importance in the
modern world of education. “Perhaps
the most serious obstacle to improve
ment in college teaching is the failure
of many administrators and college
professors to face thoughtfully and
honestly the responsibilities which
they and their institutions have to so
Forestry School and Forest Service
ciety at large and to their students,”
Co-operating in Work
Mr. Dodge stated. Some have very
In Puttee Canyon
hazy ideas concerning these responsi
bilities and are satisfied with catering
to alumni, to wealthy patrons, or to The' Montana School of Forestry,
groups whose favor they seek. “Others, working in co-operation with the
having no regard for legitimate objec United States Forest Service, is
tives, are openly striving to make their launching another of a series of ex
institutions something which they periments in the school laboratory
were never intended to be. Univer tract in Pattee canyon. This experi
sities are striving to be research in ment, under the direction and super
stitutes. Colleges are trying to become vision of Prof. Fay G. Clark, deals
universities. Four-year colleges are with the stimulation of tree growth
struggling along as second-rate insti by means of thinning.
tutions when they could better serve A dozen students from the School
as first-rate junior colleges. Normal of Forestry will work on the timbered
schools become teachers’ colleges in tract during the week-end tagging
name, and, before they have had time healthy trees on certain areas. The
to develop a college program, begin aim is to thin out dense growths giv
offering graduate instruction. Agri ing healthy specimens a better op
cultural colleges enter the too-crowded portunity to grow.
field of liberal-arts education instead There will be several 20-acre plots ,
of filling the crying need for a type laid out and trees will be given difof vocational training now furnished erent growing spaces ranging from
by few institutions.”
6 to 12 feet. It is hoped that definite
calculation can be made on rate*
Division of Periods
“One of the greatest obstacles to the growth of timber for various spacings. i
improvement of teaching will be re Work on the thinning of timber
moved as soon as it is generally rec will be handled by the Reconstrno- i
ognized that the dividing line between tion Finance corporation and,the cost :
the four-year undergraduate program will be kept so as to determine I
and the professional or graduate whether or not the increased growth i
school is an artificial one, whereas will pay for the cost of thinning tim- i
there is a real gap between what now ber.
constitutes the sophomore year and
The undesirable and unhealthy j
the junior year,” the speaker contin
trees which are cut will be used as 1
ued. “This gap should mark the close
decorations for the Foresters’ Ball and (
of general education. The lower divi
also be disposed of for fuel.
sion, or ‘college’ organization, in
The School of forestry timbered
which teaching should be emphasized,
will be sharply differentiated from tract in Pattee canyon is used exten
the higher division where productive sively as a field laboratory for re
scholarship must always be para search and survey purposes.
mount. Students going into the pro
fessional school or upper division will llllllim illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllM IM M M
be a highly selected group, capable of
G O O D EATS
adapting themselves to the type of in
AT THE
struction given by professors whose
major interest is in subject-matter and
research.
Experimentation Needed
Fountain Lunch
“Teachers must maintain an experi
TRY ONE OF THOSE DOUBLE
mental attitude toward their work,
RICH MALTED MILKS
always being willing to consider pos
The
Kind You Eat With a Spoon
sible improvements and new methods.
HOME-MADE
PIES and CAKES
They should also be ready to carry
SILEX BREWED COFFEE
on, or to co-operate in, large-scale
experimentation. . . . Teaching will iiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiuNuiiuiniiiNiiiiiiiiNimimiiiiuNumn
never receive the recognition which it
should have until we are as proud to
be college teachers as we are to be
historians, chemists, and philologists.
Improvement of teaching is contingent
upon the active interest of college
administrators and college professors.
Such an interest will bring a recon
sideration of the functions of the col
Y O U w ill w a n t th e b e d of
lege, of the department, and of the
e v e r y t h i n g -*-'withoutaddi
individual courses, and will inevitably
tional
cost! I f y o u h a v e y o u r
lead to greater emphasis upon good
teaching.”
p r o g r a m s p r in te d by The
Mr. Dodge, a member of the faculty

N ew Experiment
B eing Conducted
In Tim ber Tract
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TODAY and SATURDAY!

!
foot-1

CO N STANCE
BENNETT

with the great American game
Harvard university has enough
dummies and 300
600 men.

S

In Her Newest Picture

I

“Rockabye”

HOWDYA LIKE MY FRAT PIN,
The Phi Beta Kappa can expect to live two years longer than the
MAMIE ?
m ajor letterman, according to statistics based on the life of 3 8 ,2 6 9
University of Minnesota Greeks have
graduates of eastern colleges. It has often been said that brain is Ibeen hit by the depression too. Pins
N E W C LA SSES
IN BALLROOM AND TAP
more lasting than brawn.
are bein« pawned in increasing numBeginning Week of .January 10
Ibei's, but pawnbrokers are having dif
ficulty meeting the demand for the beA Denver Post headline records that a “ Woman surprises three jeweled engagement badges. It seems ! DeRea School of Dancing
1210 South Third
Phone 3232
•that factory workers and shop goils .'liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiimiiioii.
thugs in her hom e.” Even a crook can be m ortified!
.M iiiiii iiii iiiim iim i iu iii iiii iiii iu iii iu iiii iiii iiii iiii iiii iiii iiiii iiii iiii iM iii iiii iiii iii*

TONIGHT ONLY!
IRENE DUNNE
— And —
JOHN BOLES

a n o t h e r c a m p u s in s titu tio n .

T N

th is
d a n c e

<(Back S treet ”

STARTING SUNDAY!

SATURDAY ONLY!
TOM MIX

“Silver Dollar ”

“ My Pal t k King”

— With —
EDWARD G. ROBINSON
A 1-Star Picture

COMING SUNDAY!
“ The Penguin Pool M urder”
A Comedy Drama

I

th e

sam e

sh o p ,

th e

p ro g ra m

sm a lle d
re c e iv e s

c a r e f u l a t t e n t i o n as

d o e s a n y l a r g e r p i e c e o f w o rk .

WW

age

ft}

%
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International Court Tilt
Tonight Is Outstanding
Spo rt Featu re of Season

MONTANA

Page Three

KAIM1N

Japanese Squad Which Appears Here Tonight

Coach of Island Team
Compares Sport Interest
In America and Japan
Suzuki Considers Baseball Most Popular in Island Empire Athletics;
Tells Experiences of Basketball Team During Travels;
Players Find Universities Interesting

Meiji University Basketeers Stop Off Here During Extended Tour
Of United States; Game Is Called for 8 o’Clock
In Men’s Gym nasium ; Seats Sell Fast

By B. Aubrey Benton, Jr.
Tonight the Montana Grizzlies m eet the touring Japanese team from
Using his interpreter, M anager Akira Oshida, Coach Shumpei Suzuk
the Meiji university of Tokyo, Ja p an , in the hom e team ’s first inter
of the Meiji university basketball team yesterday said that baseball lec
national basketball tilt. The gam e has been called for 8 o’clock in
(the sports interest column in Jap an , but that rugby, basketball, boxing
the men’s gymnasium. The Meiji team is on an extended tour of the
track, crew and tennis^
“T""
swimming, tracK,
United States , and has met the Uni-j*
“are
popular”
and
may
be
classified
(conform
to
this
rule.
Personal
foul
versity of Washington, Washington
State college and Gonzaga daring the
Standing (left to right)—A. Oshida, 1Yoskioka, guard; Matsumoto, center;|guard; Tsnknski, guard; Captain Y. as major sports at Meiji university, have also been a source of worry ti
past week.
manager; S. Suzuki, coach; alumni Takakura, forward; T. Suzuki, assist Suzuki, lorward; Oshima, guard; I Golf has recently been introduced in the Meiji boys. American official
The Meiji university tossers boast
Nishikawa, guard, The game will the Island Empire and the Japanese have called personals much close
representative not with squad here; ant coach; Goto, assistant, manager.
people are “eating it up.”
than Japanese officials.
some last floormen, and, In Nishiwaki,
Kneeling (left to right)—Hondo, start at 8 o’clock.
Masiida, center; Nishiwaki, forward;
— ! Coach Suzuki is a small, unassumDuring the trip across the Paclfi
a clever point-maker from the vicinity
ling Individual with te\\ of the char- ocean the Squad was able to work ou
oi the foal court. The team plays a
acteristics of the typical American I almost every day. The trip was un
fa$t-breaklngr game in a maimer which [^Ipponese Men May Call Signals
In
Foreign
Language;
Referee
manages to offset height with speed. I
coach. He possesses a keen sense of eventful but some heavy weather wa
Will Have His Troubles
humor and enjoys an endeavor to use encountered. At times the ship rolle
Telzo Hasndn, pivot man, is the giant |
a few American slang words in speak heavily and basketball workouts wer
oi the squad, towering five feet nine j
Trials and tribulations of a basket
inches and weighing 145 pounds.
ing of athletics. The words and virtually impossible. The group land
Second
Round
in
Basketball
League
Sees
Fast
and
Thrilling
Gam
es;
ball
referee
will
be
demonstrated
to
phrases are a part of his vocabulary ed at Seattle.
GRIZZLY SQUAD GROOMED
night
by
Harvey
Elliott,
when
he
of
Two
Games
Tom
orrow
End
W
eek’s
Schedule
and as he mentions them he enjoys a The team will cover a great portlo
| Coach “Lew" Lewandowski has been
good laugh.
of the United States before returnin
grooming his squad to meet the Meiji ficiates in the game between the Griz
“It
is
very
interesting
to
know,”
said
to Japan, and during the tour will pla
^offense and has assigned to Captain zlies and Meiji university, struggling Saturday Basketball Game to Give
Fast, rough games and one over-tim e thriller w ere features in the
Coach
Suzuki,
“that
American
stumost
of flie leading universities en
[MonkAndrews and Jimmy Brown, for with the names of players and won
Fans a Chance to See
second round o f the In terfratern ity league, in w hich the Delta Sigma
wards, the burden of carrying the dering at the language of the Nippon
TL
D
S
I
'
|
den*s
up
various
athletic
activicountered.
Their opponents after Mon
Freshm en in Action
Lam bda and K appa Sigma team s advanced to the lead,
e
ties. Students are not offered this tana are the Bobcats in Bozemai
ontana attack. A1 Dahlberg and A1 ese stars as they play the game.
eller will alternate at the center post Here are some of the words he will Fans will see future Grizzlies in per now have two victories and no defeats, while the K appa Sigs have one opportunity in Japan. When a student | From Bozeman they will travel east.
'—
-----likes any one sport he takes it up. The coach was anxious* to kno^
pnd are expected to register for the have to worry about: “rokyu” means formance Saturday evening when win and no losses. Lack of teamwork^”" 1- "
(8) ............................Blastic (3) There is no basis for preparatory ath
and
co-operation
among
the
players
Miller
basketball,
“tokuten”
may
be
inter
[Grizzlies* Dick Fox and Bill Hileman
what the weather man held in stoi
Coach Glenn Lockwood sends his Cubs
Guard
letic training in Japan, since there is for them for the following week or s<
late the second line of defense and preted as a goal, and “jiyuto” is Jap against the Missoula county high spelled defeat for the Independents as
(2) ................................... Talbot no compulsory sports program.”
[from the guard jobs must stop many anese word for free throw. Mingled school five, coached by Sam Kain. The the D. S. L.’s piled up a substantial White
The players shuddered when informe
Guard
lead
to
take
the
first
game
Tuesday
with
these
compositional
malforma
The coach commented upon the that Montana might expect a sever
p{ the Meiji scoring attempts. Don
Substitutions: Sigma Chi—-Rowe very well-equipped *athletic depart
evening by a score of 23-13.
polioway, a sophomore, will likely tions will be heard the excited cries
cold snap at any time in the very nes
(2), Labbitt, Berquist (3), Link, Le- ments at the different universities he
of
the
Japanese
players
as
they
call
D.
S.
L.
(23)
Independents
(13)
\alternate in the guard berth with
future.Aldrich (2) ........ ...... ....... Zimmerman mire (2), Duff (1), Peete (1), has visited while on this tour. He was
Naseby Rhinehart and Cal Emery, two for a pass from their teammates, warn
According to press dispatches i
Judge (2).
them to shoot, or utter the muchForward
impressed by the size and equipment Japan, the University of Chicag
|sophomore guards.
S.
P.
E.-Phi
Delt
............... Lindeberg (2)
Castles (8)
of the basketball gymnasiums and rivals of Meiji university in basebal
I Sieensland, Erickson, Fitzgerald, heard plea of “Foul.” The Nippon
Brilliant floorwork and fine shoot fieldhouses.
Forward
‘McDonald and Taylor may see action ese words for those phrases are
has extended to the baseball team <
............... Holmquist (4) ing by the rival centers, Kent and Dav
Frisbie (2)
The visitors are vitally interested in the Japanese school an invitation 1
{from the forward positions as relief “sokyo,” “tosha” and “hansoku.”
ison, marked a fast contest last night the athletic plants at the several uni
Center
Ifor Brown and Andrews. Dale Hinman, Added to these words will be the
in which the Sig Eps triumphed over versities to be visited. They are mak be in Chicago this summer, and to l
..........................
Meehan
names
of
the
players
who
will
worry
Miller
(4)
|who has been out for most of the early
the guests of the university during tl
the Phi Delts, 15-9.
Guard
ing a survey of systems of basketball World's Fair and the sixtieth annive
{training, is back in uniform but may officials exceedingly should they re
S.
P.
E.
(15)
Phi
Delt
(9)
................... J. White
B. White (2)
floor play and of general university
pot see action tonight. The Grizzly port to substitute for others on the
Skoog (1)
.Crowley (4) athletic equipment and curricula, and sary of the founding of Chicago. It
team.
Three
brothers
on
the
team
will
Guard
|sqoad will wear red jerseys.
quite probable that the islanders wi
Forward
figure in the writing of the game, and
hope to take back to Japan first hand accept.
Substitutions: D. S. L.—Myers (4),
Temporary Bleachers Set Up
Sullivan (1) knowledge of the most up-to-date
Downey
Hammond, Milburn, ‘Peterson (1), OdI Temporary bleachers are to be set officials will have to reckon with
Because the men lose so much tin
Forward
playing systems in America. They con
den; Independents—Wheaton
(5),
pp to handle the overflow crowd ex- them. They are Shumpei Suzuki,
from
their studies, the university sc
Davison (4) sider compulsion an interesting ele
Kent (7)
Woods (2), Hedine, Shaw.
fpected for the unusual game. Advance coach; Yuhei Suzuki, team captain,
dom
allows
more than one team at
Center
ment in American athletic programs.
LOCKWOOD
flicket sales are reported as heavy and and Tohei Suzuki, assistant coach.
A. T. O.-Sigma Nu
time to tour. This is the first tour
Kennedy
Coriell (3)
The players are quite interested in
Met reserved seats remain. Students
the basketball team. At four-year i
Timely shooting and good floorwork
Guard
game will be played in the University
the
social and fraternal life of Amer
Ipy be admitted on their A.S.U.M.
Berg ican universities and are anxious to tervals, for some time, the universi
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Japanese T eam
H a s A d v a n ta g e
In N ative T o n g u e

High School Delta Sigma Lam bda and K appa Sig
Lead In ter fr a te r n ity Competition
Team Meets
Grizzly Cubs

S

Sporty Vents

Perey Will Teach
In Harlem School

M IS S O U L A

Personality T est
Arouses Interest
Of P a rtic ip a n ts

A R C A D E GROCERY CO.
Reliable Grocers

The Interfratemity Bowling League
Rolls Its First Game Saturday
a t 2 o yClock

S

A L L S T U D E N T S A R E IN V IT E D T O A T T E N D

Idle Hour Bowling Alley
119 East Broadway
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S cheuch Speaks
Kaimin Reporter Gains Interview
[Appropriations Committee
F orestry H onorary
With Japanese Basketball Squad T o Spanish Club
Discussed by Bue
Askg Chanceuor Brannon HeawM “ /"
A b o u t Travel
To Divide University Sum

Press Experiences
Journalists Hear Former
At Club Meet Inir

Student

Druids Hold Initial Meeting at Home Comparison of Ja p an and United States Proves Interesting to Both
Of 0. M. Be Jarnette
P arties; Travelers Talk Through Interpreter
James Garlington Also Tells of (
World; Business Meeting Hell
Olaf Hue, a graduate of the School
Druids, mens’ honorary forestry
Following Addresses
By
George
B.
Vidal
#
of journalism m 1 9 2 3 was the prin- I Allotted Sum, $ 1 ,5 0 3 ,0 7 2 , Is Radically Lower Than Amount Allowed organization, held its first meeting
clpal speaker at the first Press club
From
the
land
of
the
rising
run,
to
the
land
of
the
shining
m
ountains.
of the year Wednesday night at the
During Present Y ear; Reduction Is Based on Lower
Prof. F. C. Scheuch of the Depii
meeting of the winter quarter which
home of G. M. De Jarnette. Twenty- From the land of the cherry blossoms and rice to the land o f sagebrush
Taxable Valuation Allowing for Delinquencies
ment
of Foreign Languages, &
was held at the Journalism Shack
two members were present. After a and w heat. From M ount Fujyam a to M ount Sentinel com e 14 men
James
Garlington,
a graduatefromt’
Wednesday night.
short business meeting, Prof. J. H. who, with one exception, are strangers^
Bue, after working on the Red Lodge
School
of
Law,
who
toured Spain
In accordance w ith their policy of rigid econom y in all state de Ramskill gave a report on the meet to these United States.
dents in h,Sh schools must take miliPicket-Journal, accepted a position as partm ents, the appropriations com m ittee o f the M ontana House of ing of the Northwest Scientific as
t «. i , - . ..
, tary training two hours a week during a Ford car, spoke to the Spanish eli
The Orient holds a fascination for i , .
;j
reporter on the Chicago Daily News
at its New Year’s meeting at the Alp]
Representatives has asked Chancellor M. A. Brannon to apportion sociation which was held in Spokane, most of us. Yet in talking to these their entire course. Then on to coland then on the Chicago Tribune.
Chi Omega house at 7:30 Wednesdi
lege
where,
for
five
years,
they
are
December
28-29.
men, our guests for three days, one
evening.
With his experiences as a background, $ 1 ,5 0 3 ,0 7 2 am ong the units and activities o f the G reater University.
required
to
drill
two
hours
a
week.
A report on the School of Forestry is amazed at the similarity between
Bue was able to give some very in This sum is radically lower than the
“Mr. Garlington did not attempt
News Letter, which is sponsored and the modern Orient and the modern Then graduation! Through with army?
teresting comparisons of the country amount allowed the Greater University
make
authoritative statements abo
| published by this organization, was America. Smartly attired in well- No indeed. Every college graduate
and metropolitan newspapers. Bue during the present fiscal year. Ac
Spain.
He simply gave us his h
given and plans laid for the January tailored clothes, each member of the must enter the army for one year,
also told of his experiences on the cording to Chairman Ray N. Shannon
pressions and it was this which ;r
after
which
time
he
receives
a
reserve
issue.
Meiji basketball team proved to be a
Chicago jtaper during the Lingle of Sanders county, this sum allows for
commission. Luckily business firms so much charm to his speech.’’ a
a
considerable
reduction
in
the
amount
Letters from Harold Hicks, School patient and well-informed talker. So
case, which caused a nation-wide sen
cooperate to some degree, and in the Elsie Eminger, sponsor of the da
received from the state millage fund,
of Forestry graduate, who is at pres interested are they in this land they
sation.
majority of instances, they will hold He told of visiting former
ent working for the United States Bio- are visiting that the interviewer soon
Dick Schneider, president of the whereas the estimated income from
your job for you and give you part spending much time in Barcelona, u
------------logical survey at Winona, Minn., and found that for a considerable part of
Press club, spoke on dues and in endowments, fees, earnings and other
pay while you are doing service. None of spending a week on the islan
formed the club that the annual ban sources, closely proximates that of the Reports Are Sent Out to P arents Lee Merrill, ’28, who is located at the time, he himself was being inter of this “I didn’t raise my boy to be a Majorca. He described a bull-fight 1
viewed. Headed by their official in
In 2 8 States, Two Territories
Tacoma, Wash., were read.
quet would be held Wednesday eve present fiscal year.
had seen, and told something of tl
soldier’’ stuff in Japan!
terpreter and Manager Akira Oshida,
at
the
Board
of
Education
Meets
And
Two
Foreign
Countries
Refreshments
were
served
ning, January 25, at Bonner.
nature of the country and the da
Politics Unimportant
and their coach, Shumpei Suzuki, the
________
conclusion of the meeting.
As the sum allowed by the appro
acter of the people. He stressed pa
comparison of Japan and the United Politics hold little charm or inter ticularly the hospitality of the Spat
priations committee is less than the Twenty-eight states in the Union,
-------------------------States proved tfo be interesting and in- est for the student while in school. ish people. He had numerous sta\
budget requests for the various units two foreign countries and two United! p •
•
« »•
During political campaigns there is
formative.
of the Greater University, the state States territories were represented in \iM X S tB l1 t tO A Q Q YQ SS
shots and several large photograpl
little
of that interest and' excitement
No
Fraternities
board of education will meet today to the student-body registered at the |
C a lifo r n ia S tu d e n ts
of the points of interest with whit
consider the new financial plan. 'Pres. State University during the fall quar
The Japanese universities do not evidenced in American and English he illustrated his talk.
C. H. Clapp of the State University ter, it was revealed here Wednesday
(Continued from Page One)
have anything that compares to the universities. No speeches, no party
Professor Scheuch talked on tl
went to Helena yesterday to meet with when grade slip records were sent telligent basis for the formation of American fraternity system. They do organizations. A Japanese man can provinces of Spain and enlarged npc
the appropriations committee and the to the parents of each University stu opinion on questions'of world impor not even have dormitories. The men not vote until he is 25 years of age.
the characteristics of the couiihya
Clothes? In the universities, men
board of education.
dent.
tance that the Southern California live at home or in boarding houses.
the
people. He spoke of the industru
Seven Men’s and Eight Women’s Chairman Shannon explained that The state of Montana, the figures
group is presenting the discussion on More than 90 per cent of the men stu wear uniforms nearly the whole time, in Spain, mentioning especially tl
'it was necessary to make the reduc show, sent more than twelve hundred January 23.
Groups Are to Try Out
dents in the Japanese universities but on Sunday they usually dress in cork industry.
tion as the committee must base its students. The statistics indicate that Speaking on the relation of Dr. come from families with enough finan suits of American style. Business men
February 11
allotments on a taxable valuation less of the out-of-state students, the major Einstein’s visit of last year to the cial means so that they do not have in the cities dress exactly like Amer dents are opposed to militarlsn
Fifteen groups, seven men’s and that of 1931. The reduction for a pos ity come to the University to enroll program on which the German sav to work their way through school, j ican business men. Native garments any form. They are against the tri
eight women’s, are entering acts in sible 20 per cent delinquency.
in a professional school.
ant appeared, Dr. Robert Millikan of Such a thing is done in very excep are worn mainly in the country dis mendous expenditures necessary t
the Varsity Vodvil tryouts to be held It is intended to confine the Greater Germany, with one student, and the California Institute of Technology tional instances. During vacation the tricts. As to the women, well, they are keep up an army and a navy. Yeti
Saturday, February 11. From these University appropriation proper to 2.5 Canada, with two, are the foreign ga^ .
average college man does not seek getting more Americanized or Pari- are loyal to the present military ol
will be selected seven acts for the mills on this reduced valuation. The countries represented, with the Ger
“Professor Einstein’s influence has temporary employment but heads for sianized all the time. They even carry inet members and feel that they u
1933 production to be held March 3. measure creating the millage fund man student achieving the* distinction gone beyond the field of science. His the beaches, or into the mountains for vanity cases. Smoking among women doing the right thing by their actirl
Dick Schneider, manager of the authorized a maximum levy of 3 mills. of having come the greatest distance
interest in the development of inter skiing, where he whiles away his time is not common. Said the spokesman, ties in China. American newspad
production, states that he is well The appropriations committee contem- to attend the University. Hawaii, national understanding has been ex until school starts again. In school “In Spokane we had dinner at a pri- have greatly exaggerated the situ
pleased with the interest shown by plates use of the additional half milli which sends one student, and the ceedingly wholesome and has spread he tends strictly to business.. For he va*e “ ome and a Sirl there smoked in tion. We were amazed to read ti
the many groups, especially in their in retirement of the indebtedness cre Philippine Islands, with eight, are the beyond the mere local group* with has no automobile in which to flit front of ^ er parents. I will admit we headlines upon arriving her& jqi
effort to obtain good manuscripts, sev ated by reduced income during the two territories contributing to the Uni whom he has had immediate contact. about, and no co-eds to distract him were a bit shocked. A Japanese girl is not fighting China. She is protect
eral of them having offered $5 awards past two years.
versity’s student-body. One student Indeed, it was the public’s interest in from honest endeavor. “However,” | would not dare do a thinS “ ke that.” ing her citizens and their lawful prsj
for the best manuscript writteii by
comes from Florida, the most distant his reactions to the present inter said one of the men, his eyes twink
Divorce'Is Uncommon
erty against renegade bandstand fa
any member of their group.
state in the nation, which sends a national situation which made possible, ling, “Tokyo is a large city, and full
A Japanese man, if he is getting dal armies who wreak havoc on an
The sorority groups entering are:
representative.
of
temptations
for
youths
away
from
the large program in the interest of
along all right in a financial way, is section, whether it be Chinese (
Alpha Chi Omega, Alpha Phi, Alpha
The enrollment of out-of-state stu public opinion sponsored by the home.”
rather expected to be married within Japanese.”
Xi Delta, Kappa Alpha Theta, Kappa
dents was as follows: California, 15; Southern California College Student
Japan Feels Depression
two years after leaving school. Mar
i0iia«M«i
Delta, Kappa Kappa Gamma and. Sig
Connecticut, 1; Colorado, 1; Florida, Presidents’ association held at* the
(Continued from Page One)
Local college men should be some riages in the country districts and in
ma Kappa. The men's groups are:
contract. The reduction whs In line 1; Iowa, 2; Idaho, 8; Illinois, 9; In Civic Auditorium on February 27th. what consoled by the fact that even the cities to a large extent are still
T r y O ur N ew
Alpha Tau Omega, Phi Delta Theta,
with the uniform cut imposed on all diana, 2; Kansas, 2; Mississippi, 1; This program, delivered before a tre- in Japan, college graduates are find arranged by the families of the man
Phi Sigma Kappa, Sigma Alpha Ep members of the faculty at Oregon Massachusetts, 5; Missouri, 1; Minne- mendous audience which packed the
ing it exceedingly difficult to get work and woman. At one time the woman
silon, Sigma Chi, Sigma Nu, Sigma Phi State. ~ ^
sota, K
5; Nebraska, 2; New York, 4; | huge main hall and well filled the at the present time. And when they was expected to stay in the home.
Epsilon and Independent men.
The board of control announced that Nevada, 1; New Jersey, 4; North Ha-ioverflow hall, and which went far be- do find work they discover that wages However, more and more women are
p u n c h
Oregon State is not .going out after kota, 8; Oregon, 3; Oklahoma, 1; Ohio, | cause of its broadcast and newspaper have been reduced considerably. Aside now working in various fields. Shops
IIOME ECONOMICS STUDENTS
another “big time’’ coach because of 5; Pennsylvania, 4; South Dakota, 1; publicity, has exerted a powerful and from the established professions, the and offices employ the greatest num
IT’S SIMPLY DELICIOUS
ASSIST WITH SUNDAY TEAS
the bad financial conditions. It is Texas, 1; Wyoming, 6; Washington, a wholesome influence in stimulating majority of college men go into bank ber, with some of them entering vari
13; Wisconsin, 8, and Washington, throughout the whole American pub ing or insurance. Unemployment is ous professions, particularly the news
Bowl and Glasses Furnished
One of the problems in Institutional believed that one of the assistants on
D. C., 1.
lic an interest in our national and very general, among all classes. The paper field. One of the team members
Management is to assist with the win the present staff will be promoted to
FREE
international policies.”
government, which owns and runs the laughingly interjected the remark
ter quarter Sunday teas at the dorm head coach, follpwing the example of
the
University
of
Oregon,
where
railways, is using methods similar to “Women in Japan work until married,
itories. Each student in the course
B ovingdon Returns GRADUATE TEACHES CLASSES those
in the United States. The rail but never afterwards.” Divorce is not
assists the social director one Sunday Freshman Coach. Prink Callison suc
ceeded
Dr.
Clarence
W.
Spears
when
ABSENCE
roads
are
being improved and built up common, and is very much frowned
OF
LENNES
DURING
in the quarter. Later a student takes
From Law M e e tin g
the
latter
resigned.
in
order
to
employ as many men as upon by the older generations. “We
charge of the dining room and kitchen
During
the
absence
of
Dr.
N.
J.
The
athletic
situation
at
the
Uni
possible.
Up
until this year Japan are anxious to see Reno. We are goPresidents of Phi Delta Plil Meet
in the capacity of director. This
Lennes, head of the Department of had few concrete highways. They are ing through there. You see, we have
versity
of
Washington
is
in
much
the
In
Portland
Convention
course is considered very important in
Phone 3352
| Mathematics, Mrs. Mabel Jacobson now being built in order to give em- read a great deal about it.”
the training of the Home Economics same condition. Coach Jimmy Phelan
Next to Palace Hotel
Foster is teaching two sections of ployment. “Highway machinery of
Militaristic Tendencies
major, according to Mrs. M. B. Swear has become discouraged with the con George Bovingdon, president of the
Survey of College Mathematics and a American manufacture is seen in Japan, her militaristic tendencies,
tinual
wrangling
about
finances
and
State
University
chapter
of
Phi
Delta
ingen, business director of residence
has not signed to return to Seattle Phi, national professional legal fra course in intermediate algebra.
her activities in China? Delicate
many parts of Japan.”
halls.
next year. He is in the east at pres ternity, returned Tuesday from the Mrs. Foster was graduated from the
queries which met an honest and an
Military Training Emphasized
s—
m m u t—mmwhmhhm
ent and has been mentioned frequently province convention of the organiza Department *of Mathematics here in Men students at Montana grumble open response. One could evidence a
‘T reat Yourself to the Best
in connection with various coaching tion which met a t Portland, Ore., Fri 1924 and was formerly engaged in apd rave because they have to take feeling of national loyalty, plus a true
A GUARANTEED
teaching at the Missoula county high military training three hours a week student’s effort to keep an open and
positions at other schools.
day and Saturday of last week.
Dandruff Remover
school.
The convention, which was held at
for two years. Consider yourselves an unprejudiced mind. Said the
By Steam Oil Method
the Multnomah hotel, was a small Dr. Lennes is in Chicago working fortunate, men, for in Japan male stu- spokesman of the party: “Many stubusiness convention with only officers on a revision of his Arithmetic Drill
Palace Beauty & Barber Shoppe
sheets published by the ' Laidlaw
of the different chapters present.
The meeting was concerned chiefly Brothers.
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All freshmen interested in debate with the exchange of ideas on fratern
are urged to attend a special meeting my policies, so that each chapter might
Saturday morning at 9:30 o’clock in reframe itg policies to the greatest
Jesse Bunch’s office at the Student advantage.
Store.
Mr. Bovingdon spent Sunday and
ROOM AND BOARD
Monday in Seattle on business.
Those girls in Spanish club who
can sing and who would like to be
ROOMS FOR BOYS, WITH OR WITHDR. EMERSON STONE
out accommodations for cooking.
in a tropical dance to be given at the
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
24 Eddy. Phone 5438.
Mexican Bazaar, please see me. The!
Rooms 8 and 9, Higgins Building
I”
Tehuana is a dance of the South Mex
Phone 4097
Kentucky and Tennessee^ Burk?
ican Indians and is danced by girls Word has been received from sev- ROOM AND BOARD, MEN, $25 PER
month;
furnace
heated.
411
Daly.
N atural Leaf Smoking Tobao
exclusively. Eight people are needed eral former students of the State UniDR. J. L. MURPHY
for this dance.
versity.
The following graduates Phone 4237.
For pipe, cigarette, or chew#;
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
ELSIE EMINGER. have accepted positions in various
APARTMENTS
205 Montana Block
parts of the state.
— the cream of the finest cw
at 2 0 0 North Higgins Avenue.
Prices slashed. Everything
An extra session of French 13b for Martin Carstens, ’32, of Missoula, is FOR RENT — FURNISHED ROOMS
to
be
sold.
Never
before
such
prices
as
you
will
find
here.
— fine and mellow— frrap*
DR. A. G. WHALEY
those students who must complete teaching at Klein. Hortense Mat- and apartment; reasonable. 323
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
their French requirements and who thews, '30, of Stanford, who has spent Eddy,
all adulterations.
No
106 E. Broadway—Phone 4104
have conflicts with the 11 o'clock the past two years teaching at Klein, =
LOST
AND
FOUND
class, will meet Monday, Wednesday has accepted the principalship at the ________________________________
packages, no decorations—B
and Friday at 4 o’clock and Tuesday same school.
T hat sold for $ 1 4 .7 5
DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN
LOST—BROWN PURSE LOST LAST
quality and lots of it | f |
and Thursday at 3 o’clock. Please Miriam Whitham, a graduate of the Thursday between Main Hall and
CHIROPODIST
206 Wilma
see me for enrollment.
State University in 1926, and who re- 314 U Call 2073.
pounds will m ake 40 pacia^
MILDRED AMMER. ceived an M.A. at Columbia in 1929,1-----•MtUttUUMUIUIlNIUMINIINIUUINIIUIUUiniUlllltiniUllillUIUlHIUIIIIMIIIIIIIUU.''
Don’t Miss Seeing These!
of smoking or 5 0 twists of chewFOUND—PHI DELT PIN; OWNER
is teaching at Townsend.
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identify
it
and
pay
for
ad
at
Kaimin
Garrett G. Dokter of Missoula, a
ing Grower to Consumer.
| graduate student at the State Univer- office.
| !sity this fall, is teaching in Scobey.
MISCKLLANEOUS
Send us $ 1.00 and we w*
11 Muriel Ralph, ’30, of Butte, is teachPriced $ 1 2 .7 5 to $ 1 8 .7 5
iiing in Melrose.
I FURNITURE REPAIRED—206 S. 3rd.
prom ptly ship you a Five!

Fall Quarter
Grade Slips
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Fifteen Acts
Are Entered
For Vodvil

Athletic Situation
Faces Hard Times

MANDALAY
!

M ajestic Candy &
B everage Co.
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Notices

Professional
Directory

C lassified A d s

Graduates Accept
Teaching Positions

PRIESS

Ladies’ Ready-to-Wear
STOCK

SPECIAL
O FFER

5 Pounds
Smoking Tobacco
$ 1 ^ 0

Taken Over by the Insurance Co.

NO W ON SALE

Ladies’ Formals

Now $ 4 .9 5

Ladies’ Silk Dresses

Attention Girls!!

The MISSOULA DRUG COMPANY is once again in
full stride. A complete line of fresh new toiletries is on
hand and new goods are arriving daily. Shop here where
selections are complete and prices are right.

Missoula Drug Co.
First National Bank Building

Now $ 2 .7 5 to $ 6 .7 5

THE

NEW

HUT

“The House of Delicious Preparations”
Next Time Try One of These Special New Hut Preparations
Pork or Beef Barbecue Sandwich, 15c
Real Chicken Hot Tamales, 35c
Home-made Chili, 15c
— And Always Good Coffee—

THE

NEW

HUT

Where Bob ami Jack Greet. You
uiuumsuuMtaiMNKUHiuiMiaiiuiiBuuiiiiuiiuiiiMiMMiuiiiuiuiiMiituiiuiiiiuinuuiiiuumiunuumiiiiuUMUMUiiiuiimuiuuiHiiiiiiiui

Ladies’ Winter, Spring Coats

Package of

• “KENTUCKY-TENNESp
BURLEY TOBACCO”

T hat Sold from $15 to $ 1 8

N ow l$4.95

DOBSON & co.
Selling Agents

Farm er’s Sal#
Company
McClure Bldg., Frankfotflfe:

